Across
2. literary work with special intensity given to the expression of feelings and ideas by the use of distinctive style and rhythm
6. a broad band of cloth worn about the shoulders, around the neck, or over the head
7. familiar friends, neighbours, or relatives
10. a liquid dish, typically made by boiling meat, fish, or vegetables, etc., in stock or water
11. acting or done without forethought
14. the state of being happy, healthy, or prosperous
15. the act of receiving or taking in the sense of (letters, symbols, etc.) especially by sight or touch
16. a word made from whim and impulsive with one set of duplicate letters dropped
19. (2 words) having its original qualities unimpaired AND cooked by dry heat, especially in an oven
23. the state of being uncomplicated, or uncompounded
26. avoiding extremes of behaviour or expression: observing reasonable limits
27. of the same ancestry
28. a large usually oblong piece of woven fabric used as a body covering

Down
1. an aromatic beverage prepared from leaves, by soaking them in boiling water
3. not enclosed, having no roof
4. a pair of light low-cut shoes that are easily put on the foot
5. a sudden desire or change of mind, especially one that is unusual or unexplained
6. something that gives support, endurance, or strength
8. to press (someone) tightly in one's arms especially as a sign of affection
9. the phenomenon of combustion manifested in light, flame, and heat
10. a garment made from yarn typically with long sleeves, worn over the upper body
12. a hot beverage made with 2/3 steamed 'milk' and an evergreen shrub's often blue berry
13. to curl up comfortably or cozily
17. to sleep briefly especially during the day
18. close or intimate relationship
20. a covering for the hand and wrist having a separate section for the thumb only
21. a kind of soft-woven fabric, typically made of wool or cotton and slightly milled and raised
22. physical equilibrium
24. the season between summer and winter, extending from the September equinox to the December solstice
25. a garment for the foot and lower part of the leg, typically knitted from wool, cotton, or nylon